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NCC CAMP

St. Martin’s Engineering College has been in the lime light in electronic media by achieving academic mile stone by getting NAAC A+ and UGC autonomous for 10 years. The college flag is flying high in field of sports and other extracurricular activities also like NCC. NCC team will organize Independence Day and Republic Day in the college every year.

Recently NCC camp conducted from 16th November to 25th November 2019. The S.W. NCC 7 Telangana Battalion cadets from SMEC have won several medals in Kabaddi (T.Manideepa, K.Meghana, V.Bindu Priya, N.Pallavi, and J.Pravalika) and Athletics. The outstanding winner was T.Nagarani by winning 3 medals (100 meters, 200 meters and 400 meters relay).

Chairman Sri M. Laxman Reddy, Executive Director Sri. G. Chandrasekhar Yadav and Dr. P. Santosh Kumar Patra, Principal congratulated the students on this occasion. They encouraged them to continue to participate and win more laurels for the college and make every one proud.
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